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Introduction

In the past, many relevant European Union (EU) documents made reference to the environmental problems caused by agriculture. In those papers, the concept of Conservation Agriculture (CA) as a possible solution was either omitted or timidly named, although sustainable agriculture was proclaimed as an objective of the EU in the Amsterdam treaty in 1999. EU’s position regarding several worldwide environmental problems, i.e. climate change, water and soil threats, is well known. However, to which extent these positions will be reflected in EU agricultural and environmental policies and concrete and binding measures in all member states for the period of 2014-2020 is still an open question.

Through its Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) EU claims to address the main concerns of its agriculture and rural development. In this context, EU launched a Communication (COM (2010) 672 final) named “The CAP towards 2020. Meeting the food, natural resources and territorial challenges of the future”. Based on this paper we analyse the deliverables that CA could provide to achieve the overall objectives established for the CAP in the horizon 2014-2020.

The CAP 2020

Europe is about to redefine its Common Agriculture Policy (CAP) for the near future. The question is whether this redefinition is more a fine-tuning of the existing CAP or whether thorough changes can be expected. Looking back to the last revision of CAP the most notable change is, undoubtedly, the concern about EU and global food security. The revival of the interest in agricultural production became already evident during the Health Check as a consequence of the climbing commodity prices in 2007/08. It does therefore not astonish that the “rising concerns regarding both EU and
global food security” are the first topic to appear in the list of justifications for the need for a CAP reform. Other challenges mentioned in this list such as sustainable management of natural resources, climate change and its mitigation, improvement of competitiveness to withstand globalization and rising price volatility, etc. are not new but apparently considered worthwhile to be maintained and reappraised.

Referring to the concepts of the EU 2020 Strategy, the Commission wants CAP to contribute to the Smart Growth by increasing resource efficiency and improving competitiveness, to Sustainable Growth by maintaining the food, feed and renewable production base and to Inclusive Growth by unlocking economic potential in rural areas. In its communication to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, the European Commission (2010) defines 3 general objectives for the future CAP:

- Objective 1: Viable food production
- Objective 2: Sustainable management of natural resources and climate action
- Objective 3: Balanced territorial development

Figure 1 resumes, in more detail, the objectives of the EU Commission proposal for the new CAP 2020. Viable food production, in simple terms, means that EU farmers are given the means to produce the same or even more food at lower costs to meet the growing demand of food, feed, fibre and biofuels and the competition from a globalized world market, and that consumers can buy food at acceptable prices and quality. Sustainable management of natural resources and climate action means matching agricultural production with the simultaneous protection of soil, water, biodiversity, etc., and expects that agriculture contributes to the mitigation of greenhouse gases. Finally, balanced territorial development includes the maintenance and diversity of production and that, despite severe natural constraints, especially in terms of soils and climate, agricultural activity is secured, which seems only viable through the adoption of low cost and probably extensive production systems.

![Figure 1: Main objectives to be met by the revision of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP)](image-url)
The *Sustainable Crop Production Intensification* approach proposed by the Plant Production and Protection Division (AGP) of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (2011) goes in the same direction focussing on the need to feed a growing population while coping with an increasingly degraded environment and uncertainties resulting from climate change. This concept is supposed to provide “opportunities for optimizing crop production per unit area, taking into consideration the range of sustainability aspects including potential and/or real social, political, economic and environmental impacts”. But what does this mean in practice and how can the proposed CAP 2020 objectives be made compatible with each other?

At the moment, it appears that the EU Commission wants to adjust the way of EU agriculture towards sustainability, in its holistic meaning. This means the search for the best compromise between the different dimensions of sustainability, which are economy, ecology and community (farmers and consumers). Today, in commercial farming there probably will be no single production system that can claim to be the “sustainable system”. Obviously, the definition of the before mentioned best compromise depends on the priorities established. Now, with regard to the priorities defined in the revision of the CAP, what requirements should agricultural production systems meet to provide not the optimal but the best solution?

In practical terms, they should be productive both with regard to total production and per unit of land. They are expected to be resource efficient, which means to produce more with less, especially what soil and water, but also other inputs such as fertilizers, plant protection products, energy and labour are concerned. The achievement of these two goals would not only contribute to competitiveness and economic sustainability but also to environmental protection and biodiversity. Furthermore, sustainable production systems have to reduce as much as possible off-site transport of soil and water and the nutrients and plant protection products contained in eroded sediments and surface runoff. Diversity and maintenance of agricultural activity in less favoured regions are only achievable if production systems are competitive, that is cost extensive and productive at the same time.

The concomitant approach towards all these objectives requires a production process, which respects as best as possible natural conditions while taking advantage of the knowledge and means at hand to potentiate productivity while esteeming and improving the environment and the production base for future generations. This is the veracious meaning of agricultural sustainability and *Sustainable Crop Production Intensification*, which are best achieved through the concept of Conservation Agriculture (CA) based on three basic principles: a) minimal soil disturbance, b) permanent soil cover and c) crop diversity in the form of well balanced and wide crop rotations.

**Discussion. The role of Conservation Agriculture**

CA refers to the above mentioned set of practices which permits agricultural land use while changing the soil’s composition, structure and natural biodiversity as little as possible, thus defending it from degradation processes. The soil is kept protected from erosion and surface runoff; soil aggregates are stabilised, organic matter and the fertility level naturally increase, and less surface soil compaction occurs. Furthermore, the contamination of surface waters and the emissions of CO$_2$ to the atmosphere are reduced, and biodiversity enhanced. Reducing costs while maintaining yields drive to a
better economical result at the end of the season in most of CA fields. Therefore and regarding the three Objectives of the new CAP, CA principles allow achieving the goals by:

**Objective 1: Viable food production**
- providing similar or even higher yields through improvements in soil structure, organic matter and overall soil fertility;
- increasing cost effectiveness by reducing inputs in form of machinery, energy, labour and fertilizers.

**Objective 2: Sustainable management of natural resources and climate action**
- reducing runoff and erosion through better aggregate stability and protective cover of the soil by crops or crop residues;
- diminishing off-site damage of infra-structures and pollution of water bodies through less runoff and a much reduced sediment load;
- maintaining in-field and off-site biodiversity through the absence of destructive soil disturbance, protective soil shelter and less off-site transport of contaminants;
- mitigating CO₂ emissions through reduced fuel consumption and sequestration of atmospheric carbon into soil organic matter;
- increasing the share of green water through better infiltration and water holding capacity and decreasing unproductive losses through evaporation.

**Objective 3: Balanced territorial development**
- maintaining the diversity of rural landscape through enhanced crop diversity and cover crops;
- maintaining disfavoured rural areas under production through economically viable production methods.

The fact that CA is successfully applied under very different climate conditions should be an indicator that there is a potential for the adoption of CA in Europe too. Since its foundation in 1999, the European Conservation Agriculture Federation (ECAF) (2011) struggles for the widespread adoption of CA in its 15 member countries. Whereas in a few countries a moderate success could be verified (Spain, Finland), most of the others lag far behind in its adoption (Basch et al. 2008).

The opportunity for CAP measures underpinning the adoption of the principles of CA for mainstream agriculture (via Pilar I or Pilar II of the CAP measures) is the best European farmers have ever faced. More and more scientific papers support the use of CA in Europe and more and more farms are successfully implementing CA (Arvidsson, 2010, Álvaro-Fuentes et al. 2008, Basch et al., 2008, Tebrügge and Böhrnsen, 1997, Basch et al., 1995). Hopefully this solid scientific and empirical evidence will not be invisible for EU policy makers.
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